HOW TO PANTRY SHOP

top things to know

Arrive on time!
30-minute shopping time includes check-in and check-out. Be sure to bring bags, totes or tubs to carry food.

Check In
No more than 5 minutes before scheduled shopping time. Must sign in all shoppers. (Only 2 people per program can be in the pantry.)

Park
by the pantry doors during shopping time (not earlier!) Can park 2 cars in single spot, one in front of the other.

Ask for help!
If you are looking for fresh produce, special diet or have a question.

Share pantry carts with others. Carts must be available for next shoppers, i.e., carts are only available during 30-minute shopping time.

Be gracious:
Only take what you need and share the pantry with other programs.

Check Out
Ring bell to notify staff to weigh items. You must check out within 30-minute shopping time. Allow 5-10 minutes to check out and load your vehicle.

Food must be safely transported, keeping in mind weather precautions (rain, heat and cold temperatures.)

Team Work
everyone plays an important role in reducing hunger in our community.

Thank You!